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INTERNATIONAL
WEATHER
South America: Rain arriving in South America appeared to be a mixed blessing, relieving drought
stress for many areas but posing a possible risk of yield/quality damage to harvest-ready soybeans.
More rain expected in the coming days will help Argentina’s maize and soybean crops in their late
development stages. Drier weather expected later in the month could also support the start of the
harvest.
La Niña US Midwest update: While March sees a break from La Niña dominance, conditions are likely
to result in near- to below-normal temperatures across the north while warmer and drier across the
south.
▪
Colder, wetter conditions in the eastern Midwest will likely lead to shorter planting windows,
creating further anxiety for producers. There is a risk of late frosts, which could force some
replanting. However, soil moisture should be favourable for early growth.
▪
Northern Plains into the Upper Midwest: rain in March will be key to ending drought in these
areas prior to spring planting. Planting windows may be a little longer, but the impact of
drought is likely to weigh on early growth in some areas.
▪
Central and Southern Plains: areas that do not see drought reduction in March are likely to
suffer worsening drought through the spring. Planting will be easy, but early growth is likely to
be limited.
▪
Delta and the Southeast: conditions are likely to be much better than the rest of the country. A
wetter March will possibly reduce drought across the south. Drier, but not completely dry,
conditions in April and May should lead to better planting windows. Southern areas could still
see adverse conditions, however.
▪
Pacific Northwest: drought will continue to be an issue. March should alleviate some of the
poorest of conditions and could set up the region with good irrigation from the mountain
runoff. Drier conditions in April and May could turn the tide back toward drought building.
Spring wheat planting may commence without much concern, but early growth could be
affected.

MARKET BRIEFING
▪

Ukraine is not the only factor that has bullish implications for the
soybean price. After last week’s multi-year highs, soybean prices initially
showed relative restraint compared with grains.

▪

Chicago Board of Trading (CBOT) wheat futures slid for the first time in
seven sessions on Tuesday, with prices falling almost 8%, although losses
were limited by concerns over Black Sea supplies amid the Russia-Ukraine
conflict. Maize lost more than 2% and soybeans slipped 0.2%.

▪

Sunflower oil: uncertainty over Black Sea sunflower oil exports due to the
conflict between Russia and Ukraine is boosting demand for palm oil.

▪

By mid-week the Brazilian soybean crop was 44% harvested versus 25%
this time last year. While that might be expected to mitigate the impact of
drought losses for a while, Brazil has been less competitive on pricing than
normal for the harvest period.

MARKET BRIEFING
What has happened to crop prices?
Figure 1 shows prices for the May 2022 futures contract for soft red winter wheat (SRW) and hard
red spring (HRS) wheat, maize, and soybeans since the beginning of the year. Prices at the beginning
of the year were already elevated due to strong global demand, high prices for inputs like fertiliser
and poor weather in some growing regions, lowering available supply. Both corn and soybean prices
increased during January and February in response to dry conditions in South America, which
dramatically decreased corn and soybean crop estimates in Brazil and Argentina. Wheat was less
affected by South American weather as this region is relatively less important for the global wheat
trade.

Changes in Forward Curves since January 2022

LOCAL
AGRICULTURAL NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
▪

The Competition Commission conditionally approved the proposed acquisition
of Tongaat-Hulett: Tongaat is primarily an agriculture and agri-processing
business with a focus on the sugar production and animal feeds sectors.

▪

The South African rand eyes the R 15.15 to R 15,.6 USD/ZAR range after
conflicts disrupted recovery: The rand has bounced from headline to headline,
but it may come under pressure as the Federal Reserve Bank raises interest
rates in the coming weeks.
RAND/US Dollar – Last 13 years

AFRICA - RAIN FORECAST

PARITIES
YELLOW MAIZE
May’22

Jul’22

Sept’22

Dec’22

PMB-import parity

R6 152

R5 888

R5 699

R5 624

CPT-import parity

R5 978

R5 577

R5 360

R5 283

SAFEX-yellow maize

R4 204

R4 195

R4 237

R4 308

DBN-export parity

R4 204

R4 195

R4 156

R4 087
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